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Novel Writing Seminar

Worksheet Five: plot twist!

The idea of this unit is simple. Your character begins the story wanting something, or a few 
different somethings: the secret locaction of a magical sword, a kind look from a husband, the 
ability to not get drunk in public. 

And in scene after scene, that character will doggedly pursue that something. The character is 
only allowed to change that desire after a “plot twist.” These twists, therefore, have the 
following qualities:

- the character’s desire shifts, changes, or re-focuses
- the actual twist itself has been foreshadowed twice before

Let’s try this out!

Example one. You are writing a detective / police procedural novel set in Tennessee. Your 
protagonist is investigating a crime. In the plot twist scene, she will discover evidence that 
someone that she (and the reader) likes a lot may be involved in the crime. It’s not a huge twist: 
there is no concrete evidence that the likeable character is the killer. But it is meant to be a shock 
— to both protagonist and reader.

• Before the plot twist scene, how would you show (the first time) that this other person is a 
good, likeable, admirable character?

• How would you show it a second time, in a second scene / chapter?

• After the reveal / plot twist, how does your protagonist’s desire shift or change? What new 
plan does she construct after discovering the shocking evidence?
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• Example two: Your character has some kind of magical ability which, until the plot twist, he 
doesn’t fully understand. Until the plot twist, he just thinks it is something weird or 
embarrassing, even shameful. How would you show this undiscovered power appearing in a 
small, unpredictable way?

• How would you show it appearing a second time?  

• Then, in the plot twist scene, an older character recognises the protagonist’s ability for what it 
is, and announces “You are a highly talented ___!” How does this news change your 
protagonist’s goals, self-image, and self-disgust?

—

Example:

In the mechanical steel planet of Cronostech, flowers always seem to grow around our 
protagonist. He finds them embarrassing and gross: he is eager to join his older brothers in the 
order of the Imperial Engineers. After all, on Cronostech, everything except food and drink is 
made of metal, and so the appearance of plant life is unheard of. 

Once the flowers pop out of the iron blocks of the ground during an inspection by an important 
engineer, and our protagonist stamps on them; a second time, the boy tries to stand up to local 
bullies, but everyone laughs at him because a vine is poking out of his shirt. Then, in the plot 
twist scene, the boy is able to protect his friends from those bullies when roots trip and trap the 
bigger kids’ feet: a weird stranger appears, and explains to our protagonist that he is one of the 
rare magically gifted, someone who can bring nature back to the planet. “Once, this was a green 
world,” the strange man says... 
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